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I.

Introduction and Summary of Findings

Brookline’s history has produced a network of mostly narrow streets obeying no particular grid. While
North Brookline has long provided sidewalks that facilitate pedestrian travel along its streets, there is a
need for more attention to the dangers involved in crossing those streets. At the same time, we should
ensure that our pedestrian pathways are pleasant and inviting, and that we mitigate unnecessary risks
to those who are most vulnerable – including increased populations of the very old and the very young.
Even the desirable trend of increased cycling in the Town means that there are more moving objects of
different types that pedestrians – including those who are visually impaired – must be aware of.
The recently‐formed Pedestrian Advisory Committee (PedAC) to the Transportation Board decided –
with Board approval and support – to focus on the half‐mile length of Longwood Avenue from Harvard
Street to Chapel Street as its first study of a specific Brookline street. This is an important and heavily‐
used transportation corridor for pedestrians, as well as for vehicles and cyclists, connecting Coolidge
Corner with the Longwood medical area. Lawrence School lies just off this corridor, leading to heavy foot
traffic with many children crossing the street at school start and end periods, while at Coolidge Corner
there is substantial congestion at Harvard Street and near the Trader Joe’s parking lot. The heavy
volume1 and multi‐modal nature of the corridor creates many potential conflicts and risks.
Over the course of several months in early 2018, PedAC members surveyed static conditions along
Longwood as well as behaviors and issues at special time periods or weather conditions. The good news
is that overall, Longwood Avenue sidewalks and intersections are in relatively decent shape and function
reasonably well. Crosswalks exist on all sides of most intersections, three of the six intersections are
controlled with traffic signals, sidewalks are in a reasonable state of repair and, apart from the
exceptions noted in this report, have adequate width. There are several benches along this stretch.
That said, the Committee observed a number of safety and accessibility issues that should be addressed.
Many are maintenance, repair, and seasonal enforcement issues that fall within the Department of
Public Works (DPW) responsibilities. PedAC members are becoming more active in reporting these via
BrookONline. Examples include the following:
A. Tree wells, both active and abandoned, that present too large a drop‐off from sidewalk levels,
often 2”‐3”. These could cause turned ankles and falls, which are especially hazardous for older
pedestrians, and are particularly dangerous for the vision‐impaired. Similar drop‐offs exist
around some utility poles.
B. Hedges that encroach on sidewalks, sometimes narrowing the pathway enough to make it
impassable for someone using a wheelchair or walker, or for a large baby carriage. Also a hazard
for the vision‐impaired.
C. Broken or heaved sidewalks with cracks and level changes that can trip pedestrians and make it
harder for wheelchairs or even grocery carts to proceed.
D. Faded crosswalks that are not sufficiently visible, especially in rainy nighttime conditions.
E. Snow banks that block access to crosswalks after winter storms.
Other issues require longer‐term professional study, planning, budgeting, and scheduling:
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See data examples in Exhibits A and B at end of this Section.
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F. There is a need for better materials for tree wells, to balance an allowance for tree growth /
root protection with mitigation of the risk of pedestrian falls due to dangerous changes in
sidewalk levels at the edges of wells.
G. Many handicap ramps along Longwood lack detectable pavement; some seem makeshift with
asphalt surfaces, not well positioned for entry to both crosswalks at the corner.
H. The intersection of Kent and Longwood deserves a professional engineering study because of
congestion associated with a very high volume of automobile, bicycle, and pedestrian
traffic. Especially during the morning rush, this intersection is important because it serves many
pedestrians traveling to the Longwood Medical area ‐‐ it was the busiest intersection we
observed in terms of foot traffic. There are multiple issues:
 The staging areas for pedestrians waiting to cross Longwood or Kent are extremely tight for
such a high volume of pedestrian traffic (see top photo on title page of this report), even
though some areas already encroach on private property. While this is enough space much
of the time, the addition of a baby carriage, a suitcase, or a wheelchair can result in
overflow, with no buffer separating pedestrians from vehicles.
 Handicap ramps are substandard and do not always feed properly into crosswalks.
 Areas of sidewalks are asphalt and have sunk at one corner, creating a tripping risk.
 Pedestrians seem unaware that the walk signals across Kent are delayed to allow vehicles to
turn; they begin walking as soon as the signals for westbound vehicle traffic on Longwood
turn green, thereby blocking turning vehicles which in turn block the intersection,
exacerbating congestion. A "DELAYED WALK SIGNAL. WAIT" sign could help ‐‐ there is
already a sign to warn eastbound vehicles, but none for pedestrians.
I. Two intersection locations currently lack crosswalks: at Longwood & Chapel on the west side of
the intersection, also across Marshall at Longwood.
J. Some crosswalks are not well aligned with sidewalks, and thereby with the direction of
pedestrian travel, leading pedestrians either to detour or to walk outside the crosswalks (but
see also item L below)
K. Some crosswalks that are now slanted could be “squared off” to reduce pedestrian street‐
crossing distance and times – e.g. at Longwood and Sewall, also Longwood and Harvard.
Finally, there are larger‐scale design and engineering issues that require deeper study and creative
thinking to address:
L. The existence of storm drain grates at multiple corners along Longwood (e.g., at Marshall and at
Kent) prevents handicap ramps from being placed in the most sensible and accessible locations.
Often this is the cause of crosswalks not being properly aligned with sidewalks. Some rethinking
of how best to resolve these competing needs is required.
M. Pedestrians can be particularly at risk from left‐turning vehicles at non‐controlled intersections –
e.g., southbound drivers on Harvard Street turning left onto Longwood. Drivers may be focused
primarily on oncoming vehicles and cyclists from the opposite direction, then hasten to make
their left turn when there’s a gap in approaching traffic, paying too little attention to
pedestrians in the crosswalk they’re about to drive over, especially when those pedestrians are
entering the crosswalk from behind the driver’s field of view. How can the Town place a warning
to left‐turning vehicles?
 If a traffic signal can be suspended over the center of an intersection, as at St. Paul and
Longwood, perhaps a warning sign could be similarly suspended?
N. At multiple intersections along Longwood there are obstacles that stand in the way of
pedestrian pathways – utility poles, fire alarm boxes, traffic signal poles, even mail boxes and
3
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utility boxes. The Town’s goal should be to reduce the number of such obstacles. This may
require finding different ways to mount such objects, or different locations for some of them.
O. Some intersections have large turning radii, which encourage drivers to make turns at higher
speeds and/or not stop completely. If not needed for expected large‐vehicle or fire equipment
traffic, these should be reduced to help slow turning vehicles.
P. The Town’s strategies of street lighting and tree placement / maintenance need serious review,
because today they often work against each other, making sidewalks more dangerous at night
for pedestrians. While sidewalks and intersections along Longwood Avenue are for the most
part well lighted, there are a number of instances in which shadows cast by trees create dark
stretches on sidewalks. Most street lights are positioned high above the streets, and spaced
widely apart, while many trees have relatively low, leafy branches – these low branches block
the higher light sources. The irony is that the presence of trees makes streets more inviting, yet
causes shadows that increase the risks of walking at night. If street lights were lower, and/or
lower branches of trees were removed, sidewalks could be much safer for pedestrians. Better
long‐term coordination among the Town Departments responsible for trees and street lighting is
clearly called for. One saving grace on Longwood is the steady flow of vehicle traffic, even at
night ‐‐ their headlights often help illuminate the sidewalks. But in the absence of such traffic,
the lighting in the darker sections is insufficient.
[Tree trunks also cast shadows, which can be a serious issue when street lights are
positioned close to large trees – the resulting shadows can hide the very pavement
sections most likely to be heaved and broken by tree roots. “Luckily” Longwood only has
a few of these very large trees, and the sidewalks themselves are in reasonable
condition, so trunk shadows are less of an issue along Longwood than on other Brookline
streets.]

Above photo shows Longwood & Kent during morning rush.
Note the narrow staging area.
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EXHIBIT A. Morning Rush Pedestrian Counts at Kent and Longwood
Monday, March 5, 7:15 – 8:15am
Conditions: 35° cloudy, clear pavement One PedAC Observer
Time 
7:15 – 8:00
8:00 – 8:15
Total Hour
Pedestrians
Strollers

423
2

202
4

625
6

Bicycles
49
16
65
The rush hour is 7:30 – 8:30am. Note that with one observer, it’s difficult to get an accurate count.

Friday, March 9, 7:15 – 8:45am

(counts contain some duplicates, see note below *)
Conditions: 30° Sunny (1 day after no‐school day for 6” snowfall)
Two PedAC observers, on opposite corners

Time 
SE Pedestrians

7:15
7

7:30
29

7:45
35

8:00
38

8:15
24

8:30
25

Total
158

NE Pedestrians

17

28

65

32

30

32

204

SW Pedestrians

6

4

4

25

12

13

64

NW Pedestrians

35

56

80

86

83

93

433

Total Pedestrian
Counts*

65

117

184

181

149

163

859

5

6

12

16

16

6

61

Bicycles

*Tabulations are for anyone waiting on a corner to cross. Thus there are some duplications between
these two corners of the intersection, as some pedestrians waited at one observer’s corner, then
crossed to the other corner where they were again counted.

EXHIBIT B. End of School Day Counts at Marshall, Crossing Longwood
Monday, March 12, 2:30 – 3:05pm
Conditions: 41° overcast, clear pavement

One PedAC observer

Time 
2:30 – 2:45 2:45 – 3:00
3:00 – 3:05 Total
Pedestrians walking to the school
14
7
3
24
Pedestrians walking from the school
64
33
15
112
Total
78
40
18
136
Police officer arrived at 2:29pm.
First child crossed at 2:34pm; the flow stopped quickly at about 3:00pm.
There were 7 baby carriages.
Two groups of preschoolers came by holding ropes with adults in reflective vests (not in totals).
(10 with 2 adults, 4 with 1 adult)
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II. Photos Illustrating Types of Problems Observed

Excessive drop‐off at edge of tree well, Longwood
near Chapel

Excessive drop‐off at utility well, Longwood Ave
near Sewall – see safer approach below

Hedge encroaching on sidewalk, pathway by tree
well too narrow, Longwood near Marshall

Utility well filled in with concrete, Longwood near
Chapel

NE corner of Kent & Longwood, sunken
pavement by curb could trip someone

Near 102 Longwood Ave, broken pavement
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St Paul & Longwood, no detectable pavement,
crosswalk leads to pole & curb across street

Kent & Longwood, makeshift partial handicap
ramp, no detectable pavement, paint fading

Longwood & St Paul, no detectable payment on
makeshift ramp, ramp doesn’t readily lead to
both crosswalks

Longwood & Sewall – E‐W crosswalk not aligned
w/ pedestrian path

Large utility box & pole narrow sidewalk,
Longwood & St Paul

Longwood & Sewall – wide radius NE corner,
crosswalk not well aligned w/ N‐S ped travel
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Storm drain at NW corner Longwood & Marshall
forces crosswalk and ramp to the left

Longwood & Chapel – no crosswalk on west side
of intersection

Longwood & Kent – we warn drivers to wait for
delayed green, we should warn pedestrians to
wait for delayed walk

Longwood‐Kent – westbound traffic has green,
peds should wait for delayed green but many
don’t

150 Longwood, oddly placed tree on property
side of sidewalk. Unexpected hazard for the
visually impaired when it grows larger?

Broken asphalt sidewalk mid‐way between 150
Longwood and Kent
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III. Map Indicating Where Instances of Problems Were Observed

This diagram is not intended to be complete, but just to show where many issues occur.

Key:
A. Tree well or utility pole well needs additional fill
B. Hedge or overhanging branches narrow or obscure part of sidewalk
C. Broken pavement surface, heaved or uneven sidewalk
G. Detectable pavement missing from handicap ramps
H. Kent & Longwood intersection has multiple issues, needs professional study
I. One side of intersection lacks a crosswalk
j. Crosswalk(s) not aligned well with sidewalk direction
K. Slanted crosswalk could be “squared” to reduce pedestrian crossing distance
L. Storm drain grates at corner impedes best positioning of handicap ramps
M. Vehicles turning left across crosswalk pose danger to pedestrians
N. Physical obstacles at intersections stand in pedestrian pathway
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IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
The major conclusions and recommendations of this study are as follows:


The Transportation Board should request an engineering review and study of the conflict between
storm drain grates and proper placement of handicap ramps at intersection corners, potentially
using the north corners of the Marshall‐Longwood intersection as a test case.



The Transportation Board should request a professional engineering study of the Kent & Longwood
intersection. Goals should include steps that could be taken to mitigate the risks caused by
congestion and pedestrian‐bicycle‐vehicle conflicts, expanded pedestrian staging areas, and up‐to‐
standard handicap ramps that provide direct entry into crosswalks. [Note that the one specific
warning sign for pedestrians recommended earlier in this report could be implemented near‐term
without waiting for this engineering study.]



The Transportation Board should request estimates of the cost and difficulty of creating and
displaying a sign that warns left‐turning southbound vehicles from Harvard to Longwood to yield to
pedestrians, and assuming that these are acceptable, proceed with implementation.

As noted earlier, a large number of the safety and accessibility issues identified in this study are
reportable to DPW and fall within their current responsibilities for maintenance, repair, and storm
cleanup. However, in between these and the several major recommendations above lie a host of other
issues that require substantial planning and effort by Town departments. These include reducing curb
radii, reducing the number of obstacles in pedestrians' paths in future intersection reconstructions,
redrawing crosswalks to reduce crossing distances and to align better with sidewalks, adding detectable
pavement to handicap ramps that lack them, improving makeshift (often asphalt) handicap ramps with
something better, rethinking street lighting to minimize shadows cast by trees, and searching for better
fill materials for tree and utility wells both to allow for tree growth and to reduce the risk of pedestrian
falls. All the above are included in the list of findings in Section I of this report.
The Longwood Avenue corridor is a busy one and becoming busier, by all modes of transportation.
Planning for long‐term walkability and safety is essential. The particular types of issues observed in this
study are likely to be replicated all over (North) Brookline, therefore the lessons learned in this initial
study by the Pedestrian Advisory Committee will also help inform its future activities.
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APPENDIX A. Checklists Used in Study

PedAC ‐ Longwood Ave Data Collection ‐ Along Sidewalks
Street Segment (from, to):

Side (N or S):

Date & time period:
Observer(s):
Sidewalk condition (weather‐independent)
Width as constructed (general adequacy)
Sidewalk separation from traffic? (Tree lawn, grassy berm, parking lane, etc)
State of repair (breaks, rough upheavals, etc) (list problems, locations)
Excessive slope (list locations)
Encroachments, other narrowings (list type, location) (bushes, trees, utility poles, mailboxes, etc)
Other obstacles (list type, location)
Tree well status for pedestrians (list locations)
Grates (good, but slippery when wet)
Unfilled ‐ below sidewalk level
Shade tree coverage?
Street Furnishings / Facilities
Trash receptacles?
Benches, other nearby places to rest?
Potential locations for added benches?
Trees (aesthetics, shade)? Other plantings?
Newspaper stands (Metro, etc)
Other safety, accessibility, or usability issues (list description & location)
Inadequate drainage
Driveway hazards, Other
Potential or recommended remedies
Need for mid‐block crosswalk?
Addl protections from traffic?

PedAC ‐ Longwood Ave Data Collection ‐ Intersections
Intersection: Longwood at
Date & time period:
Traffic Controls
Crosswalks
Traffic signals? Visible to peds? In place? w/ correct line markings?
Design ‐ 2 lines, ladder, stamped,
Walk signals? Count‐down?
pavers, raised?
Pedestrian activated?
Condition of paint?
Crossing time sufficient?
In line with sidewalks?
Wait time for walk?
Any obstacles? (e.g. utility poles)
Leading pedestrian interval? Staging space at corner?
Stop signs? Where?
Yield to ped, or other signage?
Right turn on red permitted?
Curb extensions / bump‐outs?
Stop signs? Where?
Speed tables? Raised elements?
Other signage? Flashing lights? Pedestrian refuge islands?
Other safety, usability,
Fixes needed?
accessibility issues?
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Observer(s):
Handicap ramps
Present?
Condition?
Location? (center vs each side)
Detectable pavement/ strips?
Slope ok?
Crosswalk connect w/ ramp?
Sight lines / Visibility
Parking allowed nr intersection?
Can drivers see crosswalks?
Other recommendations?
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APPENDIX B. Detailed List of All Observations
(the most significant issues in the following are in red, less severe ones in blue)
A. Static Issues & Other Observations, by Street Section
General
There's a bike lane along the south side of Longwood (eastbound)
Sidewalk widths generally ok, except as noted below (encroachments, tree wells, etc)
Partial shade tree cover, esp south side of street, but some sections with few street trees
Several benches available along this street
Most (but not all) intersections do have crosswalks on all sides, though paint is fading on many
Stop lines at intersections seem ineffective, drivers pause on top of crosswalk to look for oncoming
traffic. (Do stop lines still serve a purpose?)
Quite a few tree wells (some w/ trees, others w/o trees) need additional fill to close the level gap
Many handicap ramps at intersections are asphalt w/o detectible pavement
The existence of storm drain grates at a number of corners prevents the best siting for handicap ramps
Intersection at Harvard (very busy)
Insufficient signage to warn southbound vehicles turning left onto Longwood about pedestrians
crossing Longwood, especially heading south
Crosswalk across Harvard is angled, so crossing distance exceeds street width
Only one crosswalk across Harvard, on south side of Longwood. Why not another on north side?
Handicap ramps lack detectable pavement
Lacking a warning to northbound Harvard vehicles not to block Longwood intersection
[Large yellow ped crosswalk warning sign faces northbound Harvard traffic Longwood]
["Yield to Peds" stanchion facing southbound traffic stands on crosswalk across Harvard]
[Stop sign faces east on Longwood]
Harvard to Sewall
Sidewalk conditions ok for entire length, both N & S sides of street
Many pedestrians walk through Trader Joe's lot to reach back entrance, dodging moving cars.
Should there be a marked pedestrian path through the lot?
Intersection at Sewall
2 crosswalks not in line with sidewalk:
West side crossing N‐S
South side crossing E‐W
Would be good to reduce radii to slow turning vehicles at SW, SE, NE corners
(Minor?) obstacles at several corners: fire call boxes, fire hydrant
[Stop sign in place on SE corner, facing northbound Sewall traffic]
[No stop signs on Longwood ‐ should there be?]
Sidewalks ‐ Sewall to St Paul
30 Longwood, small abandoned tree well needs to be filled in
46 Longwood, 2+ inch drop at tree well should be filled
Abandoned tree well close to St Paul on N side, needs to be filled in
21 Longwood, 2"‐3" drop from sidewalk level around utility pole, worse than 2 months ago
Smaller drop at utility pole near 29 Longwood, should fill at same time as above
29 Longwood, asphalt covering abandoned tree well has sunk, some additional fill needed
A number of other tree wells in this block could use additional fill, e.g. 5‐6 in front of large
apartment building at 45 Longwood, also at 63 Longwood
63 Longwood, sidewalk sloped a bit, probably ok
12
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[Several steps down from sidewalk level are 2 nearby benches in front of 45 Longwood]
[S side of street lined with trees, many fewer on N side, except within private yards]
[Between 36 & 60 Longwood, wood fence lining sidewalk seems unfriendly, not pleasant]
Intersection at St Paul (busy)
[Traffic‐signal controlled, camera monitors present]
Walk signals present, but not count‐down, not pedestrian‐activated
Traffic signal poles in pedestrians' path on NW & SE corners
SE corner has large (electrical?) utility box obstruction in ped path, exacerbated by signal pole
SW corner has utility pole plus street light pole plus fire alarm box
Handicap ramps in medium condition, no detectable pavement, may need rebuilding
E.g., "ramp" on SW corner heading east seems makeshift
[An earlier BrooklineCAN sidewalk safety project found that residents of 90 Longwood consider
right turn on red to be a pedestrian safety hazard]
Sidewalks ‐ St Paul to Marshall
73‐75 Longwood, bushes encroaching on sidewalk, narrows walkway too much by tree
Near 89 Longwood (S side), 2 sections of broken pavement, 4 other small sections between 83 & 89
121 Longwood, a few bushes overhang sidewalk, should be easy to cut back
123 Longwood, east end of tree well has 2" drop from sidewalk level
East of 90 Longwood (N side), breaks in pavement (just before 102 Longwood)
[PedAC observers saw that residents of 90 Longwood w/ shopping carts have difficulty
w/ even minor sidewalk irregularities near St Paul St]
East end of 102 Longwood, tree on building side of walk has heaved walk in a couple of places
Heaving sidewalk at 106 Longwood
Unfilled tree wells at 90 & 106 Longwood (each 2‐3" deep) , also 124 Longwood (1.5")
[One or more trash receptacles in this section]
[Benches at entrance to park by Lawrence School near Marshall intersection, also 90 Longwood]
Intersection at Marshall
[No traffic signal or walk signals]
Yellow pedestrian crosswalk warning sign(s) in place
Handicap ramps on either side of Marshall St (NW & NE corners) have multiple problems:
Existence of a storm drain grate at each corner has forced the ramps to be further up Marshall St,
so NOT in line with E‐W walking direction.
At current locations, there's a much greater than average drop from sidewalk level to street
As a result, the ramps seem too steep
No detectable pavement
There are also deteriorated cement and breaks in the curb at these corners
Probably requires a complete rebuild for E‐W ped traffic on north side of intersection
Needs an engineering study to see what changes are feasible
Only one crosswalk across Longwood, on west side of intersection – slanted because of drain
No crosswalk across Marshall
Outside of peak school crossing times, cars appear to travel fast along this section of Longwood
[Officer is on duty at crosswalk at peak school start and stop times]
Sidewalks ‐ Marshall to Kent
East of 156 Longwood ‐ low tree and bush branches hang over sidewalk, need to be cut back
Fence is also leaning towards sidewalk. Not a danger yet, but could become one.
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From 156 Longwood to Kent ‐ asphalt sidewalk has unexpected (hard to see) ups and down, probably
heaved by former street or private trees. Sidewalk broken in one spot, a tripping danger.
165 Longwood ‐ somewhat uneven sidewalk (all asphalt here), not too bad
165 Longwood ‐ earlier reported "branches in your face, vines encroaching on sidewalk" probably by
tree at 173 Longwood. As of 5/7/18 appears to have been cut back, pathway clear
Intersection at Kent (very busy)
Traffic signals in place, walk signals present, but not countdown
Walk signal on SE corner was turned out of position, not facing correctly, harder to see (reported)
Ped staging space at corners, esp NE, limited at busy times; parent w/ stroller & child blocks sidewalk
No detectable pavement on handicap ramps
SW corner, (asphalt) ramp doesn't lead into N‐S crosswalk; also broken asphalt
NE corner ramp also asphalt, SE ramp is concrete, each located at middle of corner
NW corner, no real ramp for E‐W ped traffic because of storm drain grate, just a south‐facing ramp
E‐W walk signals on both sides of Longwood have delayed start to allow vehicles a chance to turn;
need pedestrian warnings, e.g., "DELAYED WALK SIGN – WAIT”, similar to that for vehicles
NE corner, sidewalk is sunk next to curb, creating a tripping hazard; needs to be filled
Sidewalks ‐ Kent to Chapel
Along Longwood Towers property, several tree wells are too deep, need fill to reduce level gap
203 Longwood , broken curb by former tree well (no tree currently), needs fill at east end
Intersection at Chapel
No crosswalk across Longwood on west side of intersection
NW corner has large turning radius
Controlled by traffic signal, w/ walk signals for the two existing crosswalks
[5/7/18 ‐ both walk signals came on at same time w/o button being pressed]
No detectable pavement on handicap ramps (NE ramp is asphalt, others concrete]
B. Dynamic (behavioral, seasonal) Issues at Key Points Along Longwood
Intersection at Harvard
3:45pm 3/1/18 ‐ complex, busy, congested. Major issue: southbound cars turning left onto Longwood
Such cars are mainly focused on oncoming (northbound) vehicles and cyclists, as a result they
can overlook pedestrians southbound in crosswalk. [Some begin the left turn, spot a
pedestrian, stop as required, but are then blocking travel on Harvard.]
No police officer on duty at this time
Trader Joe's lot (with bank parking lot adjacent to it, so 2 driveways close together)
Thurs 3/1/18 3:55pm ‐ even at this time, substantial volume, major ebbs & flows.
Eastbound vehicles waiting to enter lot can back up all the way into the Harvard intersection
Eastbound vehicles trying to continue eastbound along Sewall can be blocked by waiting cars
Sometimes westbound vehicles waiting to enter TJ lot back up across Sewall intersection
Some parking lot attendants are better than others at paying attention to pedestrians, making
cars wait until peds have crossed the driveway; others aren’t as aware
Overall, this area works better at this time of day than one might expect.
Wed 4/11/18 6:30pm
Most bike stand places filled, though car spaces available ‐ need more focus on bikes?
No parking lot attendants at this time; other times, can be 2 on duty
Intersection at Sewall
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From Sewall onto Longwood, cars don't stop at stop sign, rather pause on top of crosswalk or stopline
Intersection at Marshall St at School Start Time
Police officer present starting at 7:43am
3 baby carriages observed
A cyclist failed to yield to a pedestrian in the crosswalk. Two adults jaywalked
Traffic was heavy in both directions. Cars seemed to be driving faster than in the afternoon
North sidewalk and south bike lanes have more traffic (towards Medical area)
Policeman did not think any pedestrian improvements are needed at this intersection
Intersection at Marshall St at School Closing Time
Police officer present starting 2:29pm, 1st child crossed 2:34pm, flow stopped about 3pm
7 baby carriages observed
136 pedestrians observed: 112 walking from school, 24 walking towards the school
In addition, 2 groups pre‐schoolers holding ropes, in reflective vests: 10 w/ 2 adults, 4 w/ 1 adult
On another day after substantial snow, intersection & sidewalks were thoroughly plowed
Intersection at Kent ‐ General
Major issue: pedestrians and turning cars are always conflicting. Cars may turn right into ped path
Intersection at Kent during Morning rush to Longwood Medical Area (see Exhibit A for counts)
3/5/18 ‐ Between 7:15am & 8:15am, observed 625 pedestrians, 6 strollers, 65 bicycles
Rush hour is 7:30am ‐ 8:30am. It's a very busy intersection
Issue: no sign alerting pedestrians to "Delayed Green" for east‐bound vehicles, green arrow for
west‐bound cars turning left onto Kent, and delayed walk signs across Kent on both sides
Result: peds start across Kent as soon as Kent lights turn red, cutting off turning cars
3/9/18 ‐ Between 7:15am & 8:30am, observed 859 pedestrians (some counted twice), 61 bicycles
First day after 6" snowfall, 2 people slipped on ice at NW corner
3/14/18 ‐ 2nd snow day from 15" storm on 3/13
All 4 corners plowed 2 feet wide, leaving little room for peds to congregate
Issue: Corners plowed to crosswalk in only one direction (e.g, along Longwood as opposed to
across it). This forces peds to walk in street to get around snow banks
Most of the time corners seemed to provide sufficient space for pedestrians to congregate
while waiting for the light to change (maximum no. observed at one time was 7)
Intersection at Chapel Street
One report was “Unclear to peds that a button needs to be pressed to get a walk signal”
But 5/7/18 observation: walk signs came on regularly w/o button being pressed]
Long wait for walk sign, encourages peds to cross w/o waiting for signal
Longwood Avenue Lighting at Night – 6/3/18
Longwood sidewalks and intersections generally well lighted; exceptions noted below
Trees now fully filled out with leaves, cast shadows that obscure sidewalk sections here:
Towards the east end of the large apartment building at 45 Longwood
Near 57, 59, and 63 Longwood; also near 44 Longwood
By 95 Longwood, between 111 and 115 Longwood
Along 159 Longwood
Near 165 Longwood (shadow makes the curved walk around a large tree less visible)
Between Kent & Chapel, west of Longwood Towers, in middle of block
In addition, there are some street light absence or placement issues:
Only one street light at the intersection of Longwood & St Paul
No streetlights on Marshall anywhere near Longwood, E‐W crossers harder to see?
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